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The objectives
In the Arctic, stratocumulus clouds almost always warm the sur-

The name “Met Alley” was adopted from the SHEBA experi-
ments “Met City” on the ice. The observations were mostly 
related to atmospheric and oceanic fluxes, measurements 
requiring an undisturbed environment.

Odens foredeck

The top deck of Oden primarily housed instruments that 
were not overly sensitive to Odens disturbances but needed 
a free view of sight. This included the two weather, the 
sounding stations and two microwave radiometers.

The 7th deck & helipadThe objectives
In the Arctic, stratocumulus clouds almost always warm the sur-
face and in the summer the cloud cover, mostly consisting of low 
clouds or fog, is large. Models generally misrepresent these typ-
es of Arctic clouds. The underlying problem is that if clouds be-
have different in the Arctic than in other regions, then the en-
semble of experimental data on which the modelled moist phys-
ics relies, is unsatisfactory small due to the paucity of obser-
vations here.  

To remedy this we must first understand how clouds form in the 
Arctic, the links to surface properties and to the aerosol forma-
tion, specific to the Arctic. This, in turn, means that we must 
sample the relevant processes on location in the central Arctic.

The overriding objective of ASCOS is thus the simultaneous The overriding objective of ASCOS is thus the simultaneous 
study of the Arctic cloud-forming system, starting in the upper 
ocean and proceeding through the atmospheric boundary layer 
and up through the entire troposphere. 

ASCOS is interdisciplinary in nature, including marine chemistry 
& biology, atmospheric chemistry, aerosol chemistry and physics, 
physical oceanography, and meteorology.

Oden’s foredeck and the roof of the main chemistry & biolo-
gy lab was dedicated to the surface-based remote sensing 
program. Three different radars were deployed here along 
with radiometers and a lidar celiometer.

Additional instruments lined the backside of Odens top 
deck, including a depolarization lidar and instruments to 
measure cloud base and visibility. The helipad was also used 
to launch radiosondes at 6-hourly intervals.

Oden at the ice camp during an unusually sunny day
Some weather 
statistics

Vertical structure 
from soundings

Where, when and how 
The Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS) was a 40-day atmospheric ex- ice floe, see below. A local almost-90˚ outside corner allowed turning the ship in

These plots shows                               
probability distri-
butions for a few                                
weather parame-
ters from the Oden weather station, dividing 
the period into the entire expedition (includ-
ing the transits) and the ice drift portion.

These plots shows 
probability distribu-
tions (color) as a 
function of altitude 

for a few weather parameters, taken from 
from the Oden soundings for the time period 
within the pack ice.

Where, when and how 
The Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS) was a 40-day atmospheric ex-
pedition, from 1 August to 9 September 2008, deployed on the Swedish ice-
breaker Oden; a diesel-powered, 108-m long, 24500-hp Swedish icebreaker
built in 1988. The Oden is well adapted to the Arctic, capable of breaking 2-m
thick ice at a speed of 3 kn. She was the first non-nuclear powered icebreaker
to reach the North Pole in July 1991. The ASCOS cruise track is shown below.

The main feature of ASCOS was a three-week ice drift, 13 August to 2 Sep-
tember. 2008. During this time, Oden was moored to a drifting 3 x 6 km large

ice floe, see below. A local almost-90˚ outside corner allowed turning the ship in
four different directions to approximately face upwind. Oden served as a measu-
rement platform, logistics base for work on the ice, and living quarter, for the
33 scientists from 12 different nations, and for the 31 crew and logistics staff.

Measurements were carried out onboard the ship and on the nearby ice, at a
remote ocean station and with a helicopter, deploying both in situ instruments
and surface-based remote sensing. The Swedish Secretariat for Polar Research
was responsible the access to Oden and for logistic support in the field.
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